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QUESTION NO: 1 
 
You work as a purchasing manager at ABC.com.  You are in the process of classifying your
inventory according to storage and item characteristics using Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.  
 
 
Which two of the following inventory storage dimensions could you use to classify your products?
(Choose two).
 
 
A. You can classify a product by Quality. 
B. You can classify a product by Pallet ID. 
C. You can classify a product by Quantity. 
D. You can classify a product by Location. 
E. You can classify a product by Color. 
 

Answer: B,D

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 
You work as a purchasing manager at ABC.com.  The company has recently implemented a
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ERP system.
 
 
You are in the process of configuring the company products in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.  
Some of the products do not have their inventory tracked and some are tracked.  You want all
products to be defined in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.  However, some products should be listed
as stocked and some products should be listed as non-stocked.
 
 
How can you ensure that a product is listed as non-stocked?
 
 
A. By configuring inventory policy settings on the Tracking Dimension Group form.  
B. By configuring inventory policy settings on the Item Group form. 
C. By configuring inventory policy settings on the Product Dimension Group form. 
D. By configuring inventory policy settings on the Item Model Group form. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 
You work as an ERP System Administrator at ABC.com.  The company has recently implemented
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.
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You are defining new products in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 system.  In the Product Master
definition, which configuration technology types can be used to specify which type of product
configuration, if any, will be applied to a newly created product? (Choose three).
 
 
A. Dimension-based configuration. 
B. Location based configuration. 
C. Rule-based configuration. 
D. Product variant configuration. 
E. Constraint-based configuration. 
 

Answer: A,C,E

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 
You work as an ERP System Administrator at ABC.com.  The company has recently implemented
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.
 
 
You are defining new products in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 system.
 
 
Before Released products can be transacted upon within a company, which three of the following
fields must be defined for the Released product?
 
 
A. You must define the Tracking dimension group. 
B. You must define the Storage dimension group. 
C. You must define the Customer group. 
D. You must define the Item model group. 
E. You must define the Invoice group. 
 

Answer: A,B,D

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 
You work as a sales manager at ABC.com.  The company has recently implemented a Microsoft
Dynamics AX 2012 ERP system.
 
 
You need to find out what general ledger accounts are assigned to a particular product that has
been defined in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 system.
 
 
Where should you look for the required information?
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A. You should look at the Product Dimension Group form. 
B. You should look at the Item Model Group form. 
C. You should look at the Item Group form. 
D. You should look at the Tracking Dimension Group form. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 
You work as a purchasing manager at ABC.com.  You use Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to
manage the company stock inventory.
 
 
You want to prevent Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 from displaying negative financial or physical
inventory.
 
 
How should you configure the required setting?
 
 
A. You should define the restriction on the item model group inventory parameter. 
B. You should define the restriction on the item group inventory parameter. 
C. You should define the restriction on the location dimension level. 
D. You should define the restriction on the warehouse management inventory parameter. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 
You work as a purchasing manager at ABC.com.  You use Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to
manage the company stock inventory.
 
 
You have received an order for a company product that is currently out of stock.
 
 
How can you configure Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to enable you to reserve an item that is out of
stock?
 
 
A. By setting the Inventory Reservation option to Automatic. 
B. By clearing the Stocked Product check box. 
C. By selecting the Allow Physical Negative option. 
D. By selecting the Reserve ordered items option. 
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